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w,HEN RICE INSTITUTE was fouiided, physics was a very flourish-

ing subject academically. The discovery of the electron was fifteen

years old, and, fully accepted, it had already had a profound influ-

ence. It was some years since J. J. Thomson had been described as

"the man who split the atom." The phrase has been applied to more
than one person since, and with increasing truth, for J. J.'s split was
only a chip, and not permanent at that, since atoms that have lost

electrons recover them. It was natural for those responsible for set-

ting up an institution which was to be first rate both in teaching and

research to look for a man from the Cavendish Laboratory at Cam-
bridge, England, where so much of this work had been done. They
found H. A. Wilson, the revered doyen of your staff, who even then

had already done much, both to measure the properties of individual

electrons and to show how they explained the conduction of elec-

tricity in flames.

But although so exciting to physicists, the subject had compara-

tively little impact on the life of the world. It had indeed furnished

the fundamental discoveries which made possible first the electric

telegraph and then heavy electrical engineering and telephones, but

electrical engineering had split off from physics and, though there

were contacts over radio, they were not extensive. The "modern"

physics had indeed affected medicine, principally through X rays,

used mainly diagnostically, and radium, used in the treatment of

cancer.

The invention of the airplane had revived interest in the mechanics
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of fluids, until then a very academic subject with little relation to

reality. It did not even explain how an airplane could get off the

ground. It was transformed during and after the First World War by
the reahzation of the vital importance of turbulent motion, even in

cases such as a well-designed wing, where there is little apparent sign

of it.

The First World War brought a certain change both in the United

States and in Britain in our attitude to science in general, which ac-

quired a practical importance so far unsuspected by the average citi-

zen. However, chemistry in the form of high explosives and poison

gas was more prominent than physics, which was mostly concerned

with acoustic methods of locating guns and submarines. Nevertheless,

(governments took action after the war and set up bodies designed to

favor the development of the appHcations of science, including phys-

ics; for example, the National Research Council in the United States,

the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research in Britain. They
found plenty of physics to apply in the rapid discoveries of the fol-

lowing years.

In the time at my disposal I can obviously only touch on a few of

the more dramatic discoveries of the period.

The electron, as I have said, was well established, the quantum the-

ory had been put forward by Planck twelve years before, but the

strangeness even of the original idea that energy can only be trans-

ferred in discrete packets had prevented its being widely accepted.

Most people thought that there was something in it—it certainly gave

the right answer for what is called black-body radiation and for the

energy of electrons released from metals by the ultraviolet light, but

there was probably some less drastic explanation. However, it had

believers and missionaries.

Max von Laue's discovery of the diffraction of X rays allowed Sir

William Henry Bragg and his son, Sir William Lawrence Bragg, to

refound the science of crystallography. As the result of fifty years'

work, the ways in which the constituent atoms arc packed into crys-

tals have been discovered for tens of thousands of substances of slowly

increasing complexity, culminating in the work of M. F. Perutz and

J. C. Kendrew on hemoglobin, whose structure is built up of units of

some six thousand atoms (not counting hydrogen), arranged in curious

twisted patterns: the biological applications of X-ray diffraction are

likely in the future to be even more important than have been those

to chemistry and metallurgy in the recent past.

In 1912 the idea of a heavy nucleus at the center of each atom,

which Ernest Rutherford had put forward two years before, was

fairly well established. In 1913 Niels Bohr used it in his model of the
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hydrogen atom in which an electron was supposed to describe orbits

round the nucleus and which was also the first successful attempt to

apply the quantum theory to the emission of light by separated atoms,

as contrasted with the close-packed atoms of a solid. Bohr's was a

strange theory indeed, admittedly not completely logical, and with a

curious nonrepresentational element in it—for the electron was sup-

posed to jump from one orbit to another without spending time in

between. The reaction of physicists was a little like the reaction of the

present day to Picasso. Some frankly refused to accept it, others

thought it might be made acceptable by some change, others again ac-

cepted it with enthusiasm as a great step forward and looked for the

next move. For those who accept the analogy with art, I might men-

tion that Bohr's theory has indeed been greatly modified, but that the

changes have made it, on the whole, further from common sense than

it was to begin with! This should not surprise us. Advances in sci-

ence, at least the really great ones, generally imply an idea which at

first sight seems absurd. What could be sillier than to suppose people

living on the opposite side of the earth with their feet directed to-

ward us? Obviously they would fall off! Or a little later, to suppose

the earth rotating and moving with great speed round a sun at rest,

when obviously it is the sun that moves?

This paper of Bohr's was followed after the first war by an exciting

decade when the principal interest in physics lay in finding out how
electrons behave in the atom, mostly by the use of the spectroscope.

It was the period when nature seemed stubbornly perverse, when Sir

William Bragg uttered his famous phrase, "Light behaves like waves

on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, like particles on Tuesdays,

Thursdays and Saturdays, and like both on Sundays." The solution

came from the theories of Prince Louis de Broglie and Werner Hei-

senberg, which were developed by Erwin Schrodinger and Max Born

into what is now called wave mechanics. To solve the paradox re-

quired a more deep-seated change than most people had supposed, for

not merely was it necessary to recast all our views on light and other

forms of radiation, but to change Newtonian mechanics drastically.

This was clearly shown in the phenomena of electron diffraction dis-

covered by C. J. Davisson and myself.

The main features of the outer structure of atoms, that is, the waves

associated with the electrons, have long been known, though the

mathematical difHculties prevent an exact solution except in a few

cases. These same outer electrons are responsible for chemical affinity,

and the structures of a number of chemical compounds have been

worked out, at least approximately. Thus, in a sense, chemistry has

become a branch of physics. The group next in size up from the mole-
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cule is the crystal. I have already mentioned how the discoveries of
von Laue and the Braggs led to a knowledge of the arrangements of
atoms in perfect crystals. Since the last war there has been an im-
mense amount of work done on the crystalline state of relatively sim-

ple substances such as the metals, but going into greater detail than the

mere arrangement of the atoms in gross, and considering on the one
side the more detailed properties of the substance, such as electrical

conductivity, and on the other the consequences of irregularities in

the atomic arrangement. These may be due either to impurities or

mechanical misfits. It turns out that these irregularities control some
of the most important properties of solids, for example, the mechani-
cal strength. It may be possible to produce crystals with ten, twenty,
or more times the tensile strength of the same substances as normally
prepared. Transistors are another important example of the effects of

small abnormalities in the arrangement of atoms in crystals; in this

case, it is very small amounts of certain impurities, reckoned in parts

per billion, in particular substances which make them work in this

way.

While quantum theory was being applied to the outer atom, Ruth-
erford and his school were leading in the study of nuclei. Rutherford
observed in 1919 the first disintegration of a nucleus due to causes

outside itself, namely, that of a nitrogen atom struck by an alpha par-

ticle from radium C, and other examples followed rapidly. Sir John
Cockcroft and Ernest Walton in 1930 for the first time split nuclei by
particles which had received their energy by the methods of ordinary-

electrical engineering, thus inventing the first of the "atom-smashing"

machines. In 1932 Sir James Chadwick discovered the neutron. The
study of cosmic rays led Carl David Anderson in the same year to find

the positron, which had been predicted theoretically by Paul Dirac.

Finally, in 1939 the work of Otto Hahn and Fritz Strassmann led

Otto R. Frisch to prove that nuclei of uranium can be split into two
roughly equal halves by neutrons. In addition to the two main pieces,

free neutrons are released; a chain reaction releasing large amounts

of energy became a tempting possibility. The results of yielding to

this temptation are too well known for me to have to refer to them,

but it is worth remarking that the strictly scientific importance of nu-

clear fission is somewhat limited; it does not compare in fundamental

importance with Chadwick's discovery of the neutron, still less with,

for example, Michael Faraday's of electromagnetic induction. Yet it

has had more important practical consequences in the twenty-three

years since its discovery than any other in thrice the time. Leaving

these aside, and also all the exciting discoveries made since the war of

the still unexplained "fundamental" particles, I should like to spend
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the rest of my time discussing some consequences of the other discov-

eries I have so drastically condensed.

They lie in two main spheres, that of thought and that of action,

with a special connecting link between the two in the form of the

electronic computer. Take first the sphere of thought. The influence

of science on the thought of its age has been great but uneven. Dur-
ing the period of Copernicus, Galileo, Descartes, and Newton it was
profound. Then came a lull until the end of the eighteenth century,

when the new ideas of chemists like Priestley and Lavoisier and the

discovery of current electricity by Galvani and Volta accorded well

with the changing political thought of the time and perhaps helped

the changes. Then another lull until Darwin. The idea of evolution it-

self is a lasting force, but the post-Darwinian discoveries have not as

yet greatly changed the popular opinion, though most people talk

freely of genes and mutations.

The discovery of the electron had some popular reclame but little

immediate effect on thought. Relativity came into popular view im-

mediately after the First World War, though, in the limited form now
known as the "Special Theory," it had in fact been developed a dec-

ade before and was pretty generally accepted by physicists when the

war started. The "General Theory," for which Einstein was almost

entirely responsible, came out in the middle of the war and was hardly

known even to physicists until peace came.

The very marked influence of these theories on popular thought is

curious and interesting, for to some extent it rests on a grammatical

ambiguity. Most people took them to mean that everything is relative

and that absolute standards, in morals, for example, have no vaHdity.

Apart from the great risk there must always be in giving weight to an

analogy between physics and morals, this is not what the theory

teaches. It is a theory "of relativity in the sense in which one speaks

of the principles "of" war, that is, the underlying ideas to be used in

conducting a war, not in the sense in which the word is used in the

phrase "the principle of self-government," which, if accepted, implies

that self-government is a good thing.

The theory in fact discusses how the observations of one observer

will change when the events observed are seen by another observer

moving with respect to the first. Actually, it starts with the premise

that fundamental laws in physics must be of such a kind, and expres-

sible in such a way, that they are valid for all observers. On this view
the fundamental laws of physics are absolute.

Nevertheless, relativity does assert the absence of a privileged ob-

server. How far this is reasonable in view of the experimental identity

between rotation measured mechanically and by astronomical obser-
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vation may, I think, be questioned, but it is what the theory says. The
theory of relativity is the last of a series beginning with Copernicus
in which the center of importance has shifted from the earth to the

sun, from the sun to the galaxy, and now to nowhere in particular.

Special Relativity makes time intervals and space intervals between
the same two events different for different observers, only a certain

relation between them being invariant. General Relativity extends this

to accelerations.

Relativity is the last of the old physics; the quantum led in the new.
It profoundly modifies the idea that the universe is at bottom deter-

ministic, which science has held since Newton and indeed before. On
the quantum theory, all one can in principle predict about an obser-

vation of nature, or an experiment however carefully conducted, is

not a definite conclusion but a series of probabilities of different con-

clusions being found. Atomic physics becomes like a series of horse

races: the odds on each horse are knowable, but not who will win in

any particular race.

Now that embryonic physicists hear of the quantum theory almost

as soon as they do of Newton's laws, it is difficult for them to imagine

the revolution in thought which this change implied, or the vigor

with which we fought against it. There is, or was then, a school of

thought which held that the laws of physics are largely a construc-

tion of the human mind, a language in terms of which the phenomena
can be described, and as there are many possible human languages, so

there are many equally good descriptions of physical events. To some
extent this is true, but there are limitations. Atomic physics simply

will not fit into the Newtonian system. It was not for want of trying.

We had all been brought up with an almost religious faith in New-
tonian mechanics as the fundamental verity. Relativity somewhat
shook this faith, but in fact the alteration required was not very great;

mass and energy are found to be the same thing, but this is an exten-

sion of the Newtonian idea rather than a denial. The quantum theory

is far more revolutionary, far more disturbing; not merely does it

deny determinism, but the entities which it demands have no parallels

in common experience. An electron is not simply a tiny sphere of

electricity, though for some purposes it is. But suppose that electrons

strike a screen with a tiny hole in it: a few will go through and, if you
put a photographic plate behind the screen, the electrons will blacken

a small patch where they hit it. Now make a second hole very close

to the first. You expect to get two black patches instead of one, and

so you do, unless the holes are so close together that the patches would

overlap. But then, instead of one blacker patch, across the region of

overlap there are white lines where there is no blackening. The ef-
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fects of the two holes have canceled one another out aloncr these lines.

Those who have experienced this change of outlook are cautious,

unwilling to accept the merely probable as certain, or an apparent

contradiction as conclusive disproof. We know how apparently co-

gent arguments can break down, how statements true over a wide
range of conditions have their limitations.

While all this applies to atomic processes, the theory is framed in

such a way that it does not normally affect the behavior of massive

bodies. For these, the conclusion given by Newtonian mechanics is

almost infinitely more probable than any other; this is a consequence
of the smallness of Max Planck's constant h, which determines the

scale of the theory, so to speak. Only for electrons and atoms is the

theory normally of decisive importance.

But the word "normally" is important. One can devise arrange-

ments by which the effect of the passage of a single atom can be mag-
nified indefinitely. A Geiger counter, for example, could be set to

trigger a megaton bomb, and the counter in turn could be activated

by the natural disintegration of a single one of the nuclei in a small

speck of radium. This is a quantum effect, a matter of pure chance.

Thus if one chose the amount of radium to give, say, one effective

disintegration every ten minutes on the average, the bomb might quite

well go off only two minutes after switching it on or not for half an

hour. There would be no possible way of deciding in advance. Of
course, this is a very special device which would not occur in nature,

but nature produces organisms which as a result of evolution are deli-

cately balanced so that a very small change in the brain determines

the behavior of the whole. I do not know if it is yet possible to esti-

mate the smallest physical change which would alter the behavior of

a brain, human or animal: probably our knowledge of the mechanism
of the brain is not yet good enough. This change might be small

enough for quantum effects to be important.

Even apart from these possible biological trigger effects, there is

much in the world which is indeterminate in the sense of being un-

predictable and likely to remain so for all time. Max Born has dis-

cussed the relatively simple case of a gas and shown that, considering

the motion in the gas of a single recognizable atom, for example, a

radioactive one in a nonradioactive gas, fantastic accuracy in the ini-

tial data would be required even on Newtonian mechanics to make
even a very short-term prediction. On the strict Newtonian view,

however, one could say that the motion is in principle predictable.

The quantum theory forbids this. Even for quite short-term prediction

one finds that an accuracy in the initial data exceeding that permit-

ted by the quantum theory would be needed. The distinction between
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a case such as this and those I spoke of before is that here the value

of Planck's constant hardly matters. It could be a billion times less

than it is without making much difference provided it were not iden-

tically zero.

There is one great class of phenomena to which a similar argument
applies: cases of instability. If one takes, for example, a fine fiber of

glass, as uniform as possible, and stretches it by a slowly increasing

force, it will usually break at some tiny crack or some thin point or

even perhaps some impurity. But suppose one eliminates all weak
points as did the maker of the "one-hoss shay," the fiber will still

break and, unlike the shay, will not break everywhere at once. The
point of breaking, if everything else is ideal, will be determined by
what is called a thermal fluctuation; the atoms in one small region

will acquire a heat motion in excess of the normal, and accordingly

that part will be weaker. Such thermal fluctuations are unpredictable.

I have dwelt at perhaps excessive length on this aspect of the quan-

tum theory because, though the theory has been accepted for a third

of a century in pretty much its present form, its implications for in-

determinacy are not fully realized outside the world of physics. For
the ordinary affairs of life, if either accuracy or long-term prediction

is required, determinism is probably the exception rather than the

rule. A statistical prediction is usually all that is now possible, or ever

will be. So we believe.

Turning now, very briefly, to the effects of fifty years of physics

on the world of action, I shall omit, as I have said, what is probably

the largest, the effect of nuclear energy. It is so well known there is

nothing I can add in a few minutes.

The next biggest contribution comes from what is now called

electronics. This name covers a variety of physical principles dis-

covered at a variety of dates. One of the most important instru-

ments, the cathode oscillograph, is only slightly varied from the

apparatus with which J. J. Thomson discovered the electron. The
transistor depends on the discovery of John Bardeen and William

Shockley sixteen years ago, and between the two comes work on
photoelectric cells, on thermionic emission, and on the devices you call

tubes and we valves. Though electronics has important uses in heavy

electrical engineering, the greater part of its use is in conveying

information, whether to ear or eye or to some piece of electrical

machinery, and using this information to control the behavior of

something. It is the nervous system of automation, whether of fac-

tories or satellites, and of all schemes for distant control, but I believe

its most important application is the electronic computer.

The electronic computer is essentially a labor-saving device. It
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does nothing new, nothing that cannot in principle be done without
it; and you may wonder that I should rank it, as I do, as a more
important advance than putting a man into orbit. But turn your
thoughts back five hundred years to the invention of printing. The
printed book was no better than the manuscript, not so good as the

best of them, but it could be produced in such numbers and so

cheaply that it not merely revolutionized the book trade but made
possible a whole host of productions, such as the daily newspaper,
impossible without it.

The same is true of the computer. Its mathematical ideas are of
the simplest, only addition and subtraction, but, because it can repeat

these millions of times a second, it can perform calculations which
would not otherwise be practical. Further, it can be made to use the

result of one calculation to decide M^iat it is to do next. For example,
if the answer to the first comes out even, it can be programed to

follow sequence A, but, if the first answer is odd, it will follow
sequence B. This implies that its actions are conditional on what it

has found and are unknown in advance by the man who set it up,

though not unpredictable if he took the trouble to do all the

calculations.

The applications of these computations are extraordinarily various,

from making out wage sheets to the most abstruse calculations in

nuclear physics or in the orbits of satellites. There is hardly a branch
of human activity where they are not cither actually in use or soon
will be. If a theory is logically definite, its consequences, even its

complicated consequences, can be calculated. This often enables the

engineer to replace more or less intelligent guesses with certainty in

his designs. It is likely to have important consequences in economics,
and, again, the applications of physics to biology to which I have
referred would be hardly possible without it. Dr. Claude Shannon,
who is so much better quaHfied than I, will be speaking tomorrow
of its use in automation.

The invention of the steam engine, though it did not increase the

skill of the workman, multiplied enormously what his skill produced.

That of the computer, though it does not improve men's intelli-

gence, will enormously increase the use that can be made of that

intelligence.

In contrast to nuclear energy, space travel, the other great engi-

neering advance of our age, depends on principles which Newton
would have understood without difficulty. The principle of the ac-

celerating rocket is a direct consequence of his laws of motion, the

orbits described in space are as he calculated in his Vrincipia. Rockets
are probably older than guns, and the Congreve rockets were seri-
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ously used in war more than one hundred and fifty years ago. You
remember "the rockets' red glare." There has been considerable

improvement in the propellant, but not to a revolutionary extent. The
main advance since Benjamin Franklin's time is in materials and in

automatic devices. However, the use that can be made of the projec-

tile, the extent to which it can be guided, the information it can

record and in particular send down—all these depend on refinements

in electronics, together with, of course, the electromagnetic waves

M^hich J. C. Maxwell predicted and Heinrich Hertz discovered long

before our period.

One hopes that the importance of space travel will remain, as it is

now, chiefly scientific and avoid military applications. The really

exciting discoveries may well be the biological ones. Interesting as

it will be to get to the moon, I regard this rather as a triumph of

human courage and ingenuity than as a means of increasing knowl-

edge, the ascent of Everest on a grand scale, so to speak. If one

could get to Mars, where the astronomers seem convinced there is

life, even if only vegetable, one would have information of vital

importance as to the origin of life and all that implies for our ideas

as to our own nature. Is life on Mars much the same as on earth,

not varying more than it does on earth between, say, the Congo and

the tundra, or between sea and land, or is it wholly different? If

similar, how closely so? Supposing that it is based like ours on com-

pounds of carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen, do, for example, amino

acids play the important part there that they do here, and, if so, are

the ones chosen the twenty or so which seem to have selected them-

selves in some unknown fashion to compose terrestrial proteins?

This I think is typical. Physics is a great part of science, but

science is one, both as a system of thought and as a means of control-

ling nature; much of the future of physics lies with biology.


